Seminar
Qualification of Teachers
Duration: Depending on requirements

Up to 20 participants

Vocational teachers have a significant influence on the learning outcomes of their students.
They convey specialised content, support young people in their learning process and regularly assess their skills.
The requirements for teachers in vocational education and training are manifold: they must
know the latest technologies, be able to operate tools and machines and instruct students
on how to operate them. They need experience in teaching professional learning content
(digital and analogous), advise students in career guidance and have access to networks
and companies.
The training concept for vocational school teachers includes:
 Modern teaching/learning methods (digital and analogue)
 Feedback and classroom development
 Competence based learning and teaching (CBT)
 Development of curricula
 Learning theories
 Basics/Fundamentals of a cooperative training approach
 Development and maintenance of networks to private companies
 Vocational guidance and counselling
 Occupational safety and environmental protection
 Maintenance of workshops

Participants actively participate in our training courses. The trainer takes on a moderating
role. The aim is to enable the participants to apply theoretical concepts, techniques and
methods in their daily work. For this purpose, practical exercises based on simulations are
integral part of the courses. Our teacher training may be designed either for generic subjects or tailored to subject specific needs.

During the planning of the seminar we
will adjust our offer according to your
needs in the best possible way.

The modular training concept allows
for a flexible programme design according to your needs.

Our trainers speak English, French,
Spanish and Russian and avail of international experience in the qualification of
your teaching personnel.

In addition to the on-site training, we
offer e-learning or blended learning solutions.
The participants may come from one
school as well as from different
schools.

-

Target Group:
 Teachers
 Head teachers
 Heads of departments

Our tasks:

Your tasks:



 Organisation of the training including

If you wish, we conduct a trainingneeds analysis on the ground



Standardized training-needs
analysis (online)



Preparation of the training content
and the adaption of the materials



Provision of learning materials
online



Implementation of the training

invitation of participants, preparation
of training venue and materials

Ask for our offer!

Contact:
Homepage: www.tvet-hamburg.de
E-Mail: info@tvet-hamburg.de
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